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The purpose of this paper is to allow the reader to build an adapter to test an 8122 RF tube in an 

emissions/transconductance/mutual conductance tube tester. Since the maximum plate voltage 

of most tube testers like the Hickok’s, EICO’s, and others is 250 volts or less, the only 

meaningful thing this adapter will be able to determine is the relative strength of two or more 

tubes. The settings in the table below have been adjusted so that a strong, NOS 8122 will give a 

reading that is within the “GOOD” range on the tube tester meter. By either coincidence or luck, 

a NOS 8122, when tested using the settings for a 6LW6 (or 36LW6) shown in the data book for 

the EICO 667, a NOS 8122 shows a meter reading of 100. 

The wiring for the adapter is relatively simple. NOTE: Without the benefit of fan-forced 

cooling, the 8122 will get very hot in a short period of time, even at a plate voltage that is only a 

tenth of its maximum stated value. 

 

So far, the adapter has been used with only two testers: An EICO 667, a Hickok 800a. This is a 

prototype, made using a vintage Bakelite Octal plug which cracked due to stress. The white 

base is just for display. 



 

EICO 666/667:  Using the 11-pin to 8-pin octal adapter shown above and a new Eimac 8122, 

my recently refurbished EICO 667 showed a reading of about 100, using the settings for a 

6LW6/36LW6 tube and a filament voltage of 12.6 volts. The other 8122's that came in my 

Hurricane tested proportionally lower. They are RCA tubes, marked 3-10-2016. The best one 

came in at about 90, while the one with the lowest output was in the ? range, about 80.  

While an emission test is no substitute for an in-situ test or a tester that applies appropriate 

voltages, it may be useful for "culling" a box of tubes.  One important note: even with only 205-

220 volts on their plates, the little metal 8122 tubes get finger-burning HOT very fast, so testing 

must be done quickly.  

EICO 667 TESTING A NEW 8122 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1135415987483235&set=p.1135415987483235&type=3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWxdglz2UaNuTZzdFZxuJP7cX7xkKd8dK7SQQljT5IK5rXWBD5nvXAgrrD1p8nTGAVowcpp_7W9g5FGpzWkw2gUGk65eLMuN-ozX_PPo4qpbvapSRqc6HDqSKadyqRcZzGnzAYvTYbe9CWAO1bm1DwFsE7Xqp13C5mO9epktoracDwvVghZujg306kgrBY-nzE&__tn__=R%5d-R


HICKOK 800a: The document titled Consolidated Test Data for Hickok Model 533A-600A-

605A Tube Testers has settings for the 6LW6 and a few *LW6 variants with different filament 

voltages. The 8122 comes in on my Hickok 800a at almost the same reading as the with my 

EICO. The difference is that the bias control on the 800a needs to be set to 40. That sets the G1 

voltage at about -9.4 volts. The published 6LW6 setting of 72 for the bias results in -40 volts, 

which cuts off the 8122, resulting in zero output. 

Hickok 800a testing a functional 8122 
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/143908999141/user/100011169017953/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWxdglz2UaNuTZzdFZxuJP7cX7xkKd8dK7SQQljT5IK5rXWBD5nvXAgrrD1p8nTGAVowcpp_7W9g5FGpzWkw2gUGk65eLMuN-ozX_PPo4qpbvapSRqc6HDqSKadyqRcZzGnzAYvTYbe9CWAO1bm1DwFsE7Xqp13C5mO9epktoracDwvVghZujg306kgrBY-nzE&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/143908999141/user/100011169017953/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWxdglz2UaNuTZzdFZxuJP7cX7xkKd8dK7SQQljT5IK5rXWBD5nvXAgrrD1p8nTGAVowcpp_7W9g5FGpzWkw2gUGk65eLMuN-ozX_PPo4qpbvapSRqc6HDqSKadyqRcZzGnzAYvTYbe9CWAO1bm1DwFsE7Xqp13C5mO9epktoracDwvVghZujg306kgrBY-nzE&__tn__=R%5d-R


OTHER RF POWER TETRODES 

The 8122 is part of a series of RF Tetrodes, and one that could be adapted for use in HAM radio 

transceivers or amplifiers is the 8072. This tube is designed to operate at a lower plate voltage 

than the 8122. However, it requires a more elaborate thermal conduction cooling method than 

the simply finned 8122, which accounts for its lower price on the market. 

 

I bought a NOS 8072 and tested it on my Hickok 800a at the same settings as the 8122. As I 

predicted, it gave a higher reading at the lower plate voltage applied by the 800a. Interestingly, 

it didn’t heat up as quickly as the 8122. 

Hickok 800a testing a new 8073 

 


